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Data-Flow Transformations to Maximize the Use of
Carry-Save Representation in Arithmetic Circuits
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Abstract—The increasing importance of datapath circuits in
complex systems-on-chip calls for special arithmetic optimiza-
tions. The goal is to automatically achieve the handcrafted re-
sults which escape classic logic optimizations. Some work has
been done in the recent years to infer the use of the carry-save
representation in the synthesis of arithmetic circuits. Yet, many
cases of practical interest cannot be handled due to the scattering
of logic operations among the arithmetic ones—particularly in
arithmetic computations which are originally described at the bit
level in high-level languages such as C. We therefore introduce
an algorithm to restructure dataflow graphs so that they can be
synthesized as high-quality arithmetic circuits, close to those that
an expert designer would conceive. On typical embedded software
benchmarks which could be advantageously implemented with
hardware accelerators, our technique always reduces tangibly the
critical path by up to 46% and generally achieves the quality
of manual implementations. In many cases, our algorithm also
manages to reduce the cell area by up to 10%–20%.

Index Terms—Arithmetic optimization, logic synthesis, term
rewriting system.

I. INTRODUCTION AND GOAL

THE PROLIFERATION of complex digital signal process-
ing in most electronic consumer products and the need of

implementing these demanding applications at minimal cost in
area and energy make efficient synthesis of datapaths particu-
larly important. Unfortunately, good quality implementations
are particularly difficult to achieve automatically, especially
when the original specification of the functionality required is,
as it is often the case, in the form of a software implementation.
Computations described at bit level through typical program-
ming constructs (e.g., software implementations of limited
precision fixed point, ad-hoc limited-precision floating point,
and bit- or byte-level manipulations typical of cryptography)
are particularly resistant to known optimization techniques.

Fig. 1 shows a typical example of computational kernel; the
figure represents the dataflow graph of the original description
in C language of the kernel of adpcmdecode [1]. The dataflow
represents a slightly approximated 16 × 4 multiplier, but its
direct implementation, even applying known techniques de-
scribed in literature, would produce a suboptimal result due to
a sequence of carry-propagate additions interspersed with mul-
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Fig. 1. Typical dataflow graph obtained by parsing automatically the
C-language bit-level description of a custom arithmetic operator.

tiplexers (SEL nodes in the figure). An expert designer would
instead replace the additions with a Wallace-like compressor
tree followed by a single carry-propagate final adder [2]. Our
goal is to achieve the speed of the latter implementation with
automatic transformations of the dataflow graph. The result of
applying these transformations on this example is shown in
Fig. 27 later in this paper.

In the next section, we review previous work relevant to our
goal. In the following section, we describe our optimization
algorithm. Then, we compare our results on several benchmarks
with plain synthesis and with a commercial arithmetic opti-
mizer. We discuss future work in the concluding section.

II. RELATED WORK

The use of carry-save representation to build fast multiple-
input adders is a traditional arithmetic design technique, usually
applied to parallel multipliers [2]. A large body of literature
exists on the best way to build the compressor tree of
parallel multipliers, and its analysis goes beyond the scope
of this review. Among the major contributions, the work of
Stelling et al. [3] discusses various heuristic and optimal al-
gorithms to design arbitrary compressor trees (see Fig. 2).
This paper focuses on exposing compressor trees in arithmetic
computations, and we use a simple heuristic similar to the three-
greedy approach [3], [4] to demonstrate the strength of our
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Fig. 2. Compressor trees. (a) The symbol used here for a compressor tree.
(b) A CSA, which is the simplest three-input compressor tree. (c) CSAs used to
build a compressor tree.

technique; our optimization algorithm is independent from the
type of compressor tree used and can always benefit from better
compressor trees.

The typical focus in traditional high-level synthesis research
has been on optimal scheduling of the dataflow graph opera-
tions and on resource sharing and binding [5]. Some works have
addressed the high-level arithmetic optimization of important
classes of computations (e.g., linear [6]) or, more recently,
have used symbolic techniques to rewrite dataflow graphs to
minimize their critical path [7]. These works have addressed
arithmetic problems at a higher level, independently from—and
therefore complementarily to—the selection of the most conve-
nient arithmetic representation for the implementation.

Only a few researchers have addressed the possibility of
automatically inferring the carry-save representation. Some
researchers [8] have suggested to rewrite constant multi-
plication as addition of numbers and provided algorithms
to optimize such a representation. On the other hand,
Kim et al. [9] discuss some simple transformations of the
topology of the circuit to maximize the use of cascaded carry-
save adders (CSAs, see again Fig. 2)—which, in fact, constitute
compressor trees. Yet, in contributions by Kim et al. [9], [10],
the main emphasis is in the optimal allocation of the addenda to
the cascaded CSAs—thus making these works somehow related
to the work of Stelling et al. [3], albeit with a slightly different
problem formulation (at bit level in the latter versus word level
in the former ones). Yu et al. [11] also address the automatic
use of a carry-save representation, but their main focus is the
impact of retiming on the choice of an optimal representation.

In a contribution by Mathur and Saluja [12], they build on
the work of Kim and Um and use bitwidth analysis to improve
the potentials of the carry-save representation in the presence
of unnecessary operand truncations. This is effectively a very
particular case of the problem we address in this work (mixed
arithmetic and logic operations) and, in fact, a special case that
we actually do not solve with our more general approach—our
work is therefore perfectly complementary to theirs.

Finally, Synopsys’s synthesizers also have some capabilities
to infer the use of CSAs [13]; the opportunities seized by
Synopsys’s behavioral optimization of arithmetic (BOA) are
probably similar to those described in the work of Kim et al. [9].
Although somehow similar in the intents, our work is more
advanced in trying to exploit more occasions for proficient uses
of compressor trees. We will show that, in addition to what
previous techniques addressed, we successfully optimize some
new cases of practical interest. This piece of work builds on a

Fig. 3. Example of application of compressor trees to reduce the critical path
of arithmetic circuits. In the special case of (c), using a compressor tree might
actually increase the circuit delay due to the late arrival of the last addendum.

previous contribution of ours [14], where similar results were
attained; yet, the algorithm presented here warrants some novel
interesting properties, and their proofs are discussed here in
detail.

III. ARITHMETIC OPTIMIZATIONS

In essence, our goal is to transform acyclic dataflow graphs
to maximize the opportunities to use compressor trees in com-
binatorial circuits. We call a compressor tree (see Fig. 2) a
circuit which takes N ≥ 3 input words and produces two output
words S and C

S,C = F(A0, A1, . . . , AN−1).

The function F can be any function such that

S + C =
N−1∑
i=0

Ai.

In general, but not in all cases, the use of compressor trees
will reduce the critical path of the hardware implementation of
a dataflow graph. Fig. 3 shows examples of graphs transformed
to make use of compressor trees. It is interesting to note that the
use of compressor trees makes tree-height reduction unneeded,
as cases (a) and (b) indicate—or, more precisely, pushes back
the problem to the implementation of optimal compressor trees
(which is feasible, as described in [3], [10], [15], and [16]).

In the case of Fig. 3(c), the late arrival of an addendum can
make the use of a large compressor tree counterproductive.
We ignore this type of situation and implicitly assume that the
use of compressor trees wherever possible is beneficial. One
possible solution would be to use compressor trees only if this
reduces the critical path. Yet, this solution will work for the
aforementioned case but not in all cases, for example, if the orig-
inal dataflow graph is like the transformed graph in Fig. 3(c).
Hence, the only solution is to implement compressor trees with
knowledge of the arrival times of the individual signals.

Some work has already been done on building such compres-
sors. In the work of Oklobdzija et al. [4], they divide the array
of input integers into vertical slices (i.e., a vertical slice consists
of the i-th bit of each input for some i) and use a compressor to
reduce each vertical slice. The compressor uses a three-greedy
approach as a heuristic to reduce the vertical slice. In the three-
greedy approach, a set I is defined for each vertical slice; it
initially consists of the arrival delay of all slice input bits. In
each step, the three smallest values (for example, x, y, and z)
are chosen from I , and a full adder is used to produce the carry
and sum of the corresponding bits. If the carry and sum bits
are produced at times c and s, the three values x, y, and z are
removed from I , and s is added to I while c is added to the I of
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TABLE I
REWRITING RULES FOR NONPRIMITIVE ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

Fig. 4. Example of application where rewriting a relational comparison using
the subtraction operation helps in merging two addition nodes.

vertical slice of next bit. The process stops when the size of I
reduces to three elements, and the three signals are sent to a full
adder. This approach is based on the assumption that the differ-
ence between the arrival times of input signals is not extremely
large and that the use of compressor tree is beneficial. Such an
assumption is valid for the case when the input signals are par-
tial products of two integers but not in all cases as in Fig. 3(c).
In this case, where one of the input operands arrives very late
compared to other inputs, the use of an adder tree is preferred
over compressor tree. To implement the compressor trees, we
use the three-greedy approach with a minor difference: in our
approach, we first check if two integers can be added even
before the next input integer arrives; then, we first add these
two integers using an adder before using the compressor tree.

A. Combining Adders

We start from an acyclic dataflow graph representing the
computation to be implemented. This could be converted
to a suitable hardware description language (e.g., VHDL or
Verilog), and then, a logic synthesizer and a library of standard
arithmetic components can be used to implement it in hardware.
Instead, to obtain faster and more efficient implementations,
before writing out the graph for the synthesizer, we apply three
types of transformations to the graph with different goals.

1) Expose Adders in Other Arithmetic Operations: This is
a rather classic set of transformations, rewriting operations
such as subtractions and multiplications as logic operations
and additions. The transformations are listed in Table I. The
third transformation implements a parallel multiplier [2]: PP()
produces a set of partial products, and Sum() represents a
multiple-input addition which will be implemented in hardware
using a compressor tree. The fourth transformation imple-
ments relational operator using subtraction and SGN (which
returns the sign bit of an integer). As an example, given two
integers A and B, checking whether B is smaller is equivalent
to check whether A − B is a positive integer (i.e., sign bit of
A − B is one). Sometimes, such rewriting also helps in merging
additions, as shown in Fig. 4.

2) Rearrange Adders to Maximize Multi-Input Adders: This
is the fundamental set of rules to achieve our goal: Both

Fig. 5. Example of application where our transformations may lead to errors
because of overflow.

selectors resulting from software constructs (e.g., if conversion)
and other logic operations (e.g., shifts, inversions, and bitwise
operations needed in programs to describe high-level operations
at the bit level) are scattered among the sequences of adders
exposed by the previous class of transformations. If such logic
operations are not moved away, adders cannot be merged, and
the opportunities for optimization will be missed. We first
cluster adders by separating them from other logic operations,
and then we merge them into multi-input adders. These rules are
the main novelty of our approach, and conversely, their absence
is the most severe limitation of other techniques discussed in
Section II. These transformations are discussed at length in the
following sections.

3) Carry-Save Implementation of Multi-Input Adders: This
is also a simple transformation in which we replace a multi-
input adder with a compressor tree followed by a single carry-
propagate final adder.

Note that we do not implement any rule to optimize logic
operations—we fully rely for this on the capabilities of tra-
ditional logic synthesizers. Also note that the semantic of
high-level languages usually ignores overflows—e.g., A + B
actually represents (A + B) mod 232—whereas we imple-
ment operations in full precision. If input operation graphs are
derived from high-level language (as it is often the case in our
examples), this could lead to errors if the programmer relied
on this semantic peculiarity of the programming language.
For example, in Fig. 5, the original dataflow graph computes
((A + B) mod 232 + C) mod 264, while the transformed
dataflow graph computes (A + B + C) mod 264. The two
outputs will be equal if there is no overflow, but in case of over-
flow, the two may not be equal, and hence, our transformations
lead to errors. Although rare, this may happen in applications
implementing modular arithmetic—namely, cryptography. We
ignore such peculiarities.

B. Sorting Problem

We formalize here the problem of grouping arithmetic op-
erators together to improve the effectiveness of the carry-save
representation. We call G(V,E) the directed acyclic graph
representing the dataflow of the computation to implement, typ-
ically derived from a software description and already subjected
to the rewriting rules of Table I. Nodes V ’s represent primitive
operations, and edges E’s represent data dependences. The
nodes of G are ordered such that if G contains an edge (u, v),
then u appears before v in the ordering. The function Ord(·)
returns the position of a node in the ordering. The nodes V ’s
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Fig. 6. General form of the sorting rules which advance logic operations over
addition.

TABLE II
EXISTING POSSIBILITIES FOR ADVANCING CLASS L

OPERATIONS OVER ADDITIONS

can be of two classes: arithmetic (A) and logic (L). Arithmetic
nodes are only additions, since all other arithmetic operators
we consider have been rewritten using additions (see Table I).
All other operators are logic nodes. The function Class(·)
returns the class of a node. Finally, we call two graphs G
and G′ semantically equivalent if all outputs of two circuits
implementing graph G and graph G′, respectively, are identical
under any combination of input values.

Our problem can be formalized as follows.
Problem 1: Given a graph G, transform it into a semanti-

cally equivalent graph G′(V ′, E′) where the following property
holds: For all nodes u and v such that Class(u) = A and
Class(v) = L, it is either always Ord(u) < Ord(v) or always
Ord(u) > Ord(v).

We call such a graph G′ sorted. For instance, the motivational
example of Fig. 1 is unsorted, whereas that of Fig. 27 is sorted
and thus apt for implementation. The fact that a graph is sorted
is sufficient, although not necessary, to be able to produce an
optimal implementation with the use of compressor trees.

Since we have rewritten arithmetic operators like nega-
tion, subtraction, or multiplication using the rewriting rules of
Table I, the only arithmetic operators in the transformed graph
are additions. Hence, the aforementioned problem reduces to
the following problem.

Problem 2: Given a graph G, transform it into a semantically
equivalent graph G′(V ′, E′) in which no two add nodes are
separated by a single logic node or a sequence of logic nodes.

To solve Problem 2, we define some graph transformations
which swap the order of addition node with other logic nodes.
A general form of such transformation is shown in Fig. 6. We
discuss these transformations in detail in the next section.

C. Sorting Rules

Table II summarizes possible transformation rules to sort
node couples and advance class L operations over additions.

As it can be observed, only in some cases that such swapping is
possible. As shown in Fig. 7, the following can be observed.

1) Bitwise negation (NOT) can be advanced over addition.
Exchange of bitwise NOT with addition is based on the
relation −A = A + 1 and yields

(
k−1∑
i=0

Ai

)
=

k−1∑
i=0

Ai + k − 1.

2) Similarly, effective left shifts (i.e., left shifts with positive
shift count as well as right shifts with negative shift
count) can be advanced over addition, since shifting to the
left is equivalent to multiplying by an appropriate power
of two; this sorting rule corresponds to an elementary
application of the distributive property of multiplication
over addition. Formally, we can write(

k−1∑
i=0

Ai

)
� S =

k−1∑
i=0

(Ai � S).

3) A similar but less elementary sorting rule consists in
advancing a selector node (SEL) over addition; it is based
on the existence of the identity element of addition

c ?
n−1∑
i=0

Ai : B =
n−1∑

i=0,i �=j

(c ? Ai : 0) + c ? Aj : B

where we indicate by c ? a : b the value a if the value of
Boolean c is true, and b otherwise. In the transformation,
j can be arbitrarily chosen. Note, however, that if B
is identical to one of the Ai (for example Ak), then
it is beneficial to choose j = k, since that leads to a
degenerate selector node c ? B : B; in all other cases, we
assign j as 0.

4) The last sorting rule consists in advancing PP over ad-
dition. This rule is based on the distributive property
of multiplication over addition but is significantly more
complex than other sorting rules.

Sum (F (PP(A0 + · · · + Ak, B)))
= Sum (F (PP(A0, B)) , . . . ,F (PP(Ak, B)))

where F indicates the operators which, after prior sorting
rules, may separate the PP node from its associated
successor Sum (notice that both nodes were generated
by rewriting multiplications as sums of partial products).
Essentially, we are duplicating the PP and all F nodes for
every addendum. Note that, unlike the other sorting rules,
this one has a major cost in terms of hardware area and
is sometimes not practical; hence, we need to ensure that
this sorting rule is only applied when really beneficial. We
will come back to this issue in Section III-J.

The last sorting rule is based on the distributivity of mul-
tiplication over addition as well as on the following property
of the intermediate dataflow graph obtained by applying some
instances of the aforementioned sorting rules.

Property 1: Any dataflow graph G′, derived from a given
dataflow graph G by applying some of the aforementioned
sorting rules, possesses the following property. In G′, for any
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Fig. 7. Advancing (a) selector over addition in the general case, (b) selector over addition when one of the input of addition is identical to the other input of the
selector, (c) partial product over addition, (d) bitwise NOT over addition, and (e) shift left over addition. Note that (f) right shift cannot be advanced over addition.

Fig. 8. All outputs of a PP node lead to an addition node via identical paths
of logic nodes.

PP node, there exists an addition node such that from all
outputs of the PP node, there are identical paths of logic nodes
to the addition node, as shown in Fig. 8.

Proof: The proof is based on the induction on the number
of sorting rules applied on G to obtain G′.

1) Base case: The base case is when the number of sorting
rules applied is zero (i.e., G and G′ are identical). In G,
all the PP nodes are the nodes introduced by rewriting a
multiplication node according to the third rule of Table I.
In this rewriting rule, we replace a multiplication by a
multioperand addition having the partial products as its
inputs. It is easy to see that G satisfies the aforemen-
tioned property because all the outputs of a PP node are
connected to the addition node by edges. In other words,
from all outputs of PP node, there are paths of zero length
to a common addition node.

2) Induction step: Assume that the property holds for all
dataflow graphs obtained from G after applying n sorting
rules. Now, let G′ be the graph obtained from G after ap-
plying n + 1 sorting rules. Consider the graph H , derived
from G by applying the first n rules of the n + 1 sorting
rules. Since H is n sorting rules distant from G, according
to the hypothesis, it should satisfy the aforementioned
property. Now, we consider two possible cases: either the
graph G′ is obtained from H by applying one of the first

Fig. 9. Example showing that all outputs of PP lead to an addition node via
identical paths after advancing a selector over an addition.

three sorting rules (i.e., advancing NOT, shift left, or SEL
over addition) or G′ is obtained from H by applying the
fourth sorting rule which consists of advancing a PP node
over an addition node.

In the first case, where the sorting rule transforming H to G′
consists of advancing a logic node L over the addition node A,
if A has k input operands in H , then k copies of node L are
created, each having one operand that is the same as one of the
operands of node A, and all these copies have the node A as
its successor. It can be seen that if there was a PP node in H
such that there were paths from all outputs of the PP node to the
addition node A, then there will still be paths from the output of
the PP node to A, and also, they will remain identical because,
in the transformation from H to G′, a copy of L is added to all
paths. On the other hand, if there was a PP node in H whose
outputs were leading to an addition node other than A, then, in
G′, also all the outputs of this PP node would lead to the same
addition node, because this part of graph remained unchanged
in the transformation of H into G′. This shows that G′ also
satisfies the aforementioned property. Fig. 9 shows an example
of this case when the corresponding sorting rule advances a
selector over an addition.

The second case, which is shown in Fig. 10, consists of
advancing a PP node P over the addition node A. Since H
satisfies Property 1, in H , there will be an addition node A′ such
that from all outputs of P , there will be identical paths of logic
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Fig. 10. Example showing that all outputs of PP lead to an addition node via
identical paths after advancing PP over an addition.

nodes to A′. If A has k operands in H , then k copies of the P
node are created, each having one operand which is the same as
one of the operands of A and another operand which is the same
as the other operand of P . All outputs of these duplicated PP
nodes lead to A′ by the same path, which lead the original node
P to A′ in H . Now, in graph H , if there was a PP node whose
outputs had a path to node A, then in graph G′, all outputs of
that PP node will have identical paths to A′ (which will be the
original path in H appended with the path from P to A′ in graph
H). Also, the new duplicated PP nodes in G′ satisfy the prop-
erty, as all their outputs are connected to A′ by the same path,
which connected the outputs of P to A′ in graph H . Hence, the
transformed graph G′ also has the desired property. �

D. Additions Separated by Right Shifts

In the previous section, we have seen that if two additions
are separated by left-shift operation, they can be clustered by
advancing the addition over the left shift. The transforma-
tion uses the fact that the left-shift operation is equivalent to
multiplication by a power of two and that multiplication is
distributive over addition. Unfortunately, the same is not true
for the right-shift operation. Right shift is equivalent to integer
division, which is not distributive over addition. However, one
can observe this simple property⌊

A + B

2k

⌋
=
⌊

A

2k

⌋
+
⌊

B

2k

⌋

+
⌊

(A mod 2k) + (A mod 2k)
2k

⌋
, i.e.,⌊

A + B

2k

⌋
=
⌊

A

2k

⌋
+
⌊

B

2k

⌋
+ CGEN

(
(A mod 2k) + (A mod 2k)

)
.

Here, CGEN corresponds to carry generating function, which
produces a single bit representing the carry output of the addi-
tion of the two inputs. In other words, advancing addition over
right shift produces an output which can be corrected by adding
a correction bit in the produced output. This transformation is
shown in Fig. 11.

Note that this transformation may increase the critical path
delay marginally because of the new instruction CGEN. The ini-
tial delay was Dadd(n), where n is the bitwidth of the operands;
however, the delay after this transformation is Dadd(n − k) +
CGEN(k). Fig. 12 shows the delays of the two implementations

Fig. 11. Advancing an addition over right shift can be corrected using a
correction bit.

Fig. 12. Transformation of advancing addition over right shift increases the
delay, but not significantly. The corresponding circuit is the addition of two
32-b integers right shifted by some constant.

Fig. 13. Another way of merging addition separated by a right-shift operation.

of addition followed by right shift. The first implementation
is the normal implementation, i.e., addition followed by right
shift, and the second implementation corresponds to the imple-
mentation after advancing addition over right shift. It is evident
from Fig. 12 that the transformation of advancing addition over
right shift deteriorates the performance of the circuit slightly.
However, if this transformation helps in clustering two addition
nodes, the overall delay of the circuit will reduce. This is
because by clustering two additions together, we save the delay
of an adder, which is significantly higher than the delay penalty
caused by advancing addition over right shift (particularly for
smaller shift counts).

Another way of merging additions separated by right-shift
operation is shown in Fig. 13. This transformation is based on
the following identity:⌊

A + B

2k

⌋
+ C =

⌊
A + B + 2kC

2k

⌋
.

The advantage of this transformation over the previous one
is that it merges the complete n-bit additions, while previous
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Fig. 14. Since right shift cannot be advanced over left-shift operation, the
additions separated by right shift and left shifts cannot be merged via the
transformation of advancing right shift over addition.

transformation merges only the additions of most significant
n − k bits. On the other hand, the disadvantage of this transfor-
mation is that, unlike the other transformations, this transforma-
tion advances right shift over addition. This means that if right
shift cannot be advanced over some logic nodes, then additions
separated by a sequence of right shift and that logic node cannot
be merged via this transformation. One such example is shown
in Fig. 14, where additions are separated by a right-shift and a
left-shift operation. After advancing right shift over addition,
we get left shift and right shift as neighboring nodes in the
dataflow graph. Since these two nodes cannot be swapped, the
additions separated by these nodes cannot be merged. In our
algorithm, we use the second transformation when the sequence
of logic nodes separating additions consists of only right-shift
operation; otherwise, we use the previous transformation of
advancing addition over right shift.

Since any of the two transformations is not confluent with
other transformations, the final result depends on the order in
which we apply this transformation. Since this transformation
is less beneficial to other transformations, as well as it violates
the rules of the reduction system presented in the next section,
we apply this transformation at the very end when no other
transformations are applicable.

E. Redundancy of Some Sorting Rules

We consider only sorting rules to advance logic operations
over additions. It might be possible that there are some sorting
rules which cluster additions by advancing addition over logic
nodes. As an example, the following sorting rule advances
addition over selector node, and as shown in Fig. 15, this sorting
rule helps in clustering additions:

X + (c ? Y : Z) = c ? (X + Y ) : (X + Z).

Still, we can ignore these sorting rules as the next theorem states
the redundancy of such sorting rules.

Theorem 1: If a sequence of swapping operations, which
includes at least one advancing an addition over a selector node,
results in clustering two addition nodes A1 and A2, then the two
addition nodes can also be clustered by applying a sequence of
swapping sorting rules, none of which advances addition over
selector. Hence, the rule to advance addition over a selector is
redundant and can be ignored (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Example showing that the sorting rule advancing addition over
selector is redundant and does not cluster any additional set of add nodes.

Fig. 16. Merging two selector nodes into a single selector.

Proof: Let T1, T2, . . . , Tm be the sequence of sorting rules
which clusters two addition nodes A1 and A2. Consider that
Tr1 , Tr2 , . . . , Trk

are those sorting rules which advance ad-
dition over selector ({r1, r2, . . . , rk} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,m}). Since
these sorting rules advance additions over selector nodes, they
will not enable the application of nontrivial sorting rules ad-
vancing a logic operation over additions (of course, they will
enable sorting rules advancing the same selector over addition,
which is just the inverse of Tri

’s). Therefore, we can apply
all other sorting rules except Tri

’s because none of them are
enabled by Tri

’s. Also, by the persistence property which we
will prove in Thorem 2, we can see that Tri

’s will still be
applicable. Since, after applying a sequence of sorting rules
advancing addition over selector, we can merge the two addition
nodes A1 and A2, it implies that there is a sequence of only
selector nodes in the path from A1 to A2. Now, instead of
advancing A1 over the selectors, we advance the selectors over
A2 and still cluster the two addition nodes. Therefore, the
sorting rule advancing addition over selector is redundant. �

Although this only proves the redundancy of the sorting rule
advancing addition over a selector node, it easily generalizes to
other logic operations.

F. Clean-Up Transformations

Along with the aforementioned sorting rules, we need to
use some clean-up transformations, too. Albeit most of these
transformations are trivial and consist of propagating constants,
suppressing degenerate compressor trees, etc., some of them
are nontrivial as the one shown in Fig. 16. This transformation
merges two selector nodes. It can be noted that if we are
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Fig. 17. Local confluence and the other properties imply the convergence of
the sorting rules.

applying this transformation after applying any of the regular
sorting rules, then we need not to consider the special case of
the sorting rule advancing a selector over addition where the
addition node and the selector node share a common input.

G. Order Independence

Sorting would be a feasible task if it were always possible to
exchange the order of class A and L nodes without changing the
semantics of the dataflow graph. Yet, in many cases, no sorting
is possible: sorting rules are not available for basic bitwise logic
operations nor for equality comparisons (i.e., a bitwise XOR

and an AND reduction operation). One could then apply any
of the existing sorting rules (excluding the rule of advancing
addition over right shift) on the graph wherever possible to
cluster additions as much as possible. The question of what is
the most appropriate order in which to apply the sorting rules
naturally arises. In fact, the sorting rules constitute a finitely
terminating and confluent (i.e., convergent) reduction system
[17], and thus, the order is immaterial to the result.

Property 2: Given a dataflow graph G, any possible se-
quence of sorting rules resulting in a graph which cannot be
further transformed results in the same final graph G′.

The proof depends on the following properties.
1) Topology independence: All sorting rules are indepen-

dent of the topology of the graph—e.g., we can always
advance left shifts over additions irrespective of the topo-
logical structure of the graph.

2) Persistence: All sorting rules are such that they preserve
the applicability of all other transformations. That is, the
application of any sorting rule does not transform the
graph in such a way that a sorting rule which was ap-
plicable before becomes inapplicable.

3) Local confluence: It does not matter in which order we
apply the two sorting rules on a given graph, the final
resulting graph will be the same.

The proof of Property 2 is based on local confluence and
uses it recursively to prove global confluence (Fig. 17). The
possible graphs obtained with the sorting rules form a lattice.
Hence, in order to complete the proof, we only need to prove the
persistence and local confluence properties of the sorting rules.

Theorem 2: Persistence—Given a graph G, if there is a
sorting rule T2 applicable before applying the sorting rule T1,
then it is also applicable after applying T1.

Proof: The proof consists in enumerating all possible
combinations of T1 and T2. Here, we will give the proof only
for one combination because, for other combinations, it can be
proved similarly. The combination that we consider is when T1

consists of advancing a selector node SEL1 over an addition
node ADD1 and T2 consists of advancing a selector node
SEL2 over an addition node ADD2. Now, there can be four

Fig. 18. Example illustrating the persistence of transformations. The first
transformation corresponds to swapping the order of SEL and add node
connected by solid lines. The second transformation corresponds to swapping
the order of SEL and add node connected by dotted lines. The four cases
correspond to the relative topological order of the nodes where the two
transformations are applied.

possibilities depending on the relative topological positions
of SEL1 and SEL2. Fig. 18 shows these four possibilities.
In the figure, SEL1 is represented by continuous lines and
SEL2 is represented by dotted lines. We consider each of these
possibilities individually.

1) SEL2 precedes SEL1 topologically or vice versa: We
will consider the case where SEL2 precedes SEL1 topo-
logically; the other one can be proved in a similar way.
In this case, which is shown as case 1 in Fig. 18, it can
be seen that even after advancing SEL1 over ADD1, the
topological order between SEL2 and ADD2 will remain
the same (i.e., still SEL2 is the successor of ADD2).
Therefore, we can still advance SEL2 over ADD2, which
implies the applicability of T2 after applying T1.

2) No topological order between SEL1 and SEL2: Simi-
larly, in the case where there is no topological order be-
tween SEL1 and SEL2 (shown as case 3 in Fig. 18), there
will be no change in topological order between SEL2

and ADD2 after applying T1, and, hence, persistence of
transformation holds.

3) SEL1 = SEL2: In this case, after advancing SEL1 over
ADD1, SEL1 will be duplicated several times, and one
of these duplicate SEL nodes will have ADD2 as its child,
which means that, still, we can advance SEL2 over ADD2;
in other words, T2 is still applicable. �

Theorem 3: Local confluence—Given a graph G and two
applicable sorting rules T1 and T2, whose application results
in graphs G1 and G2, respectively, there exist two sorting rules
T ′

1 and T ′
2 such that by applying T ′

1 on graph G1 and T ′
2 on

graph G2, one obtains the same graph G′.
Proof: The proof of local confluence is similar to the

proof of persistence and is performed by considering all pos-
sible combinations of T1 and T2. Here, we will consider one of
these combinations because for other combinations, it can be
proved similarly. The combination that we consider is when T1

consists of advancing a selector node SEL1 over an addition
node ADD1 and T2 consists of advancing a selector node
SEL2 over an addition node ADD2. Now, there can be four
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possibilities depending on the relative topological positions of
SEL1 and SEL2 (as in the proof of Theorem 2). We consider
each of these cases individually.

1) SEL2 precedes SEL1 topologically or vice versa: We
will consider the case where SEL2 precedes SEL1 topo-
logically; the other one can be proved in a similar way.
In this case, the two sorting rules are totally independent
of each other; therefore, no matter in which order we
apply T1 and T2 (due to persistence of transformations,
each of them will be applicable after applying the other
transformation), they will result in the same final graph.
Therefore, T ′

1 = T2 and T ′
2 = T1.

2) No topological order between SEL1 and SEL2: Sim-
ilarly, in the case where there in no topological order
between SEL1 and SEL2, the theorem holds true because
in this case, also the two sorting rules are independent
of each other and do not change the part of the graph
modified by the other sorting rule.

3) SEL1 = SEL2: In this case, too, we can see that T ′
1 = T2

and T ′
2 = T1, as shown in Fig. 19. More formally, we can

write

G = c ?
m−1∑
i=0

Ai :
n−1∑
j=0

Bj ,

G1 = c ? A0 :
n−1∑
j=0

Bj +
m−1∑
i=1

(c ? Ai : 0),

G2 = c ?
m−1∑
i=0

Ai : B0 +
n−1∑
j=1

(c ? 0 : Bj), and

G′ = c ? A0 : B0 +
m−1∑
i=1

(c ? Ai : 0) +
n−1∑
j=1

(c ? 0 : Bj).

�

H. Useful Mobility

The next issue is that our sorting rules do not necessarily
reduce the critical path delay: Except for the fourth sorting rule
(advancing PP over addition), all other sorting rules reduce the
critical path exclusively if they result in merging two addition
nodes. Some of these sorting rules have no cost in terms of crit-
ical path delay or hardware area (e.g., advancing left shifts over
addition), while others have some associated cost. For instance,
advancing bitwise NOT over addition increases the critical path
delay marginally because it increases the number of inputs of
the addition node by one. Similarly, advancing a selector over
an addition has a cost in terms of area. Therefore, one would
like to use these sorting rules only if they will result in merging
at least two addition nodes. In this section, we discuss how
to identify the logical nodes which will result in merging two
additions if they are advanced over the preceding addition.

We call movable logic nodes the nodes which can be
advanced over addition using some sorting rule. As discussed
in the section describing sorting rules, four types of nodes
are movable: left shifts, bitwise NOTs, selectors, and partial
products. We call useful movable logic nodes those movable
nodes that are susceptible to bringing an advantage if a sorting

Fig. 19. Example of local confluence: Whatever the order followed in apply-
ing two sorting rules, the result is the same.

Fig. 20. All the nodes in the path are useful mobile nodes.

rule is applied to them. We mark movable nodes as useful if
any of the following cases holds true.

1) They lie on a path between two additions, and such a path
consists exclusively of movable nodes [Fig. 20(a)].

2) They lie on one of two paths connecting two addition
nodes with a single movable node, and both paths consist
exclusively of movable nodes. The joining movable node
is also a useful movable node [Fig. 20(b)].

Note that we do not consider paths going through the shift
count edge of the left-shift operator and the selector control
edge. Clearly, the aforementioned two conditions are necessary
for the two additions to merge if appropriate sorting rules are
applied. The conditions are not sufficient, because some of the
movable nodes on the paths might not be swapped; this can be
due to the fact that some movable nodes have more than one
successor. One might thus be tempted to call useful movable
the nodes on a path if all the nodes in the path have exactly one
successor; however, even nodes with more than one successor
can be usefully removed from a path as shown in Fig. 21.
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Fig. 21. Example showing that nodes with more than one successor can also
be useful movable nodes.

I. Compressing the Multi-Input Addition Followed by
Partial-Product Generator

In the earlier sections, we have seen that in almost all the
instances of advancing addition over logic node, the hardware
area of the corresponding circuit increases due to duplication
of logic nodes. The situation becomes worse in the case of
advancing addition over partial products. The main reason for
this is the large number of operands of the summation following
partial-product generation. For example, the multiplication of
two n-bit integers is written as

A × B = pp1 + pp2 + · · · + ppn.

Furthermore, if we have to compute A × B × C, it will be
equivalent to

A × B × C =
∑

PP(pp1 + pp2 + · · · + ppn, C).

According to the transformation of advancing addition over
partial products, we can write it as

A × B × C =
∑

PP(pp1, C) +
∑

PP(pp2, C)

+ · · · +
∑

PP(ppn, C).

Note that this results in a compressor tree with n2 input
integers; however, if we do not advance the addition over partial
products, then we need two compressor trees: one to compute
A × B and the other to compute (A × B) × C. Each of these
two compressor trees has n inputs. Even worse situation is
shown in Fig. 22 where we compute the product of four
integers.

This means that, although by advancing addition over partial
product we save the delay of a final adder, we pay a huge cost
in terms of hardware area due to a huge compressor tree. Here,
we present a way to reduce the area penalty without sacrific-
ing the delay gain. Whenever we have an addition followed
by partial-product operation, before advancing addition over
partial product, we compress the addenda of the addition into
two summands C and S using a compressor tree. This way,
we still save the delay of final adder, and also, the number of
inputs of the final compressor tree does not grow exponentially.
In other words, we have partitioned the large compressor tree
into two small compressor trees. Although the delay of larger
compressor can be smaller than the cumulative delays of the

Fig. 22. Huge compressor tree resulting from advancing addition over partial
product in the computation of A × B × C × D.

two smaller compressor trees, the differences are only marginal
due to the equality

log(mn) = log(m) + log(n).

The delay of a compressor tree is O(logk), where k is
the number of input integers to the compressor tree. In the
aforementioned discussion, the number of inputs to the large
compressor is n2, while the number of inputs to the smaller
compressor trees is n. It is evident that the difference in the
delays of the two implementations is only marginal. However,
the area of a compressor tree is O(kw), where k is the number
of inputs and w is the bitwidth of inputs. This means that the
cumulative area of smaller compressor trees is significantly
smaller than the area of larger compressor tree.

J. Area-Timing Design Space Exploration

The last issue is that there might be some sorting rules which
will result in merging addition nodes but may have a large area
cost associated with them. Such sorting rules are impractical:
The rule to advance PP over addition is a typical case because
it may grow prohibitively the size of the following adders.
Therefore, we will need to explore the design space for all
Pareto-optimal solutions, that is, solutions that are either better
in area or in critical-path delay than any other solution.

Fig. 23 shows an algorithm to generate all Pareto-optimal
solutions. The algorithm is conservative in that it does not
guarantee that all generated solutions are Pareto optimal, but
certainly, it finds all the Pareto-optimal solutions. The algorithm
consists of three steps: 1) In the first step, we rewrite operations
according to the rules of Table I in order to expose adders as
much as possible; 2) in the second step, we mark logic nodes
as useful movable nodes if swapping them with an addition
node will result in clustering additions; and 3) in the third
step, which is the crucial one, we generate all Pareto graphs.
Fig. 24 graphically suggests this last step. Essentially, we split
the sorting rules into two classes: those which increase the
area and those which do not. The idea is to apply each class
of rules independently: While further area-constant rules are
applicable, graphs cannot be Pareto-optimal solutions. Once
the area-constant rules are not applicable anymore, solutions
are potentially Pareto optimal (G1, G2, . . . , G

′ in Fig. 24).
Then, all area-increasing rules can be applied, and the process
reiterated until the final graph G′ is reached. In this way, we
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Fig. 23. Optimization algorithm.

Fig. 24. Finding all Pareto solutions without generating all graphs.

can generate all graphs susceptible of being Pareto optimal
without generating all solutions. We have also noted that the
number of Pareto-optimal graphs is not too many, and hence, it
is not impractical to generate all of them. Table III shows the
size and number of Pareto-optimal graphs generated for some
benchmarks.

One can see that in the function applyCostlessTransforma-
tions(), we are also doing some clean-up transformations, as
mentioned in Section III-F. At this stage, we also perform
bitwidth analysis for the reasons outlined in the next section.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF PARETO-OPTIMAL GRAPHS

GENERATED FOR SOME BENCHMARKS

Fig. 25. Example of application of the bitwidth analysis to prune a graph.

K. Bitwidth Analysis

Implementing application-specific instructions is beneficial,
among other reasons, because the computation can be im-
plemented on a reduced number of bits if full precision is
not needed—operators are therefore faster and smaller, and
consume less energy.

In principle, it would seem that bitwidth analysis could be
left completely to the logic synthesizer and to the arithmetic
component generator producing adders, multipliers, etc. In
other words, the number of significant bits representing each
value does not appear to have an impact on the dataflow
graph topology; hence, it seems irrelevant for the optimizations
described in the previous sections. Yet, this is not entirely true,
and there is a single case of precision affecting the topology.
To avoid inferior results, this needs to be taken care of before
passing the result to a synthesizer: the bitwidth of the factors
entering a PP node influences its output count (equal to the
bitwidth of one of the two factors) and, consequently, the
number of inputs of the successive compressor trees.

Because of this, we need to analyze the number of bits
required for every variable in the dataflow graph. To obtain this
information, we have implemented a bitwidth analysis, which
is very similar to the algorithms described by Mahlke et al.
[18] and probably similar to the analysis that the synthesizer
we use implements internally. We use this bitwidth analysis
pass as follows: During optimization, we assume full preci-
sion everywhere in the graph (32 bits in our case) and apply
all rewriting rules (notably the multiplication rewriting rule,
Table I) accordingly. Then, once the optimization algorithm
described in the previous section has been run, we apply
the simplification loop shown in Fig. 25 to prune the graph
from unnecessary edges. Multiple iterations are needed until
convergence is attained, because the reduction of input edges in
compressors may reduce the precision of their outputs. These,
in turn, trigger further pruning later in the graph.
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF OUR ARITHMETIC OPTIMIZATIONS ON SOME BENCHMARKS

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have written an experimental optimizer which takes
dataflow graphs (possibly extracted automatically from appli-
cation code written in C) and returns a set of graphs ap-
propriate for hardware implementation. Both the original and
the optimized graphs are converted to VHDL and synthesized
using a recent version of Synopsys’s Design Compiler with
the arithmetic generators of the DesignWare library. For the
optimized graphs, we implemented two special netlist gener-
ators for partial-product generators (essentially AND networks)
and for compressor trees. The latter are built with a technique
similar to the already mentioned three-greedy approach [3].

We have run several benchmarks through our optimizer pass,
and we have synthesized the results for an ASIC library of a
common 0.18-µm CMOS technology. The results are shown in
Table IV. The “Original” columns refer to the direct synthesis
of the dataflow graph. “Synopsys BOA” uses the optimizations
available in some versions of Synopsy’s Design Compiler and
in Behavioral Compiler as mentioned in the related work
section. The results of the columns “Our Arithmetic Optimi-
sations” are obtained with the algorithm in Fig. 23. Note that
all compressor trees are optimized using the modified version
of the three-greedy approach, as discussed in Section III. Here,
we have two sets of columns. The first columns show the Pareto
solution with minimum delay, and the second columns show the
Pareto solution with minimal area. For two designs, under the
“Original” columns, we have reported the results of manual op-
timizations; they imply the presence of a designer who fully un-
derstands the arithmetic meaning of the dataflow graph and who
implements it with the best components available from a library.

The first three circuits in Table IV are typical arithmetic
dataflow graphs coming from software descriptions. The first
is the example of Fig. 1. The second (G.721) is a kernel of
a standard audio encoder [1]. It represents an ad-hoc limited-
precision floating-point multiplier including a small quantiza-
tion table. The last is a classic shift-and-add multiplier, as one
could write it for a processor missing a native multiplication
instruction. Functionally, it has some similarity to the ADPCM
example but is, in fact, coded in C in a profoundly different
manner: It does not use if−then constructs, and hence, the

Fig. 26. Solutions reported by our algorithm for the (left) video mixer and
(right) polynomial of fourth degree (optimized).

dataflow graph does not contain SEL nodes. The bottom six
benchmarks are simple purely-arithmetic circuits: the first is
a multiplication followed by an addition, the second and the
third- are fourth-degree polynomials written in two different
forms, the fourth and fifth are the small kernels inside H.264
and finite-impulse response (FIR) filter, and the last is a video
mixer application that is appropriate for demonstrating classic
arithmetic optimizations [13].

In Table IV, reading the results from the bottom group,
one can see that on some arithmetic benchmarks, our opti-
mization techniques achieve practically the same results of
existing optimizers. In the cases of the first group, where logic
operations are scattered among arithmetic computations, BOA
misses completely the potentials for optimization as would the
other algorithms described in the literature. Our algorithm, on
the other hand, is effective in separating logic and arithmetic
operations and, in some cases, manages to sort completely the
dataflow graph, making an optimal implementation possible.
Once we have optimized the architecture of the arithmetic part,
we then rely on the synthesizer for an effective simplification
of the logic network. Timingwise, our results have critical paths
reduced by up to 46% and are even marginally better than the
reference manual implementations—probably due to a better
quality of the generated compressor trees compared to the
DesignWare components. On these circuits, we also have small
area advantages, in the range of 10%–20%.

For two benchmarks, we plotted on a delay–area graph
the few potential Pareto-optimal solutions reported by our
algorithm (Fig. 26). Notice that all Pareto-optimal solutions
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Fig. 27. Motivational example of Fig. 1 after optimization is fully sorted. The
implementation is optimal, as suggested also by Table IV (ADPCM decoder).

are guaranteed to be included in the solutions reported by our
algorithm. The graphs show that video mixer offers a tradeoff
between delay and area, although all solutions are significantly
close to each other. The polynomial of fourth degree shows
one Pareto-optimal solution which is only marginally better in
delay at the cost of a very significant area penalty. Although, in
general, the design space appears to be relatively limited, it
is important that our algorithm can apply all sorting rules,
irrespective of their cost, and generate all solutions: Some of the
area expensive rules would be prohibitive otherwise, although
in some cases, they could be fundamental in achieving signifi-
cant delay reduction. As an example, Fig. 27 shows the fastest
solution corresponding to the graph in Fig. 1. Once passed to a
synthesizer, each complex branch—made only of L nodes and
corresponding to a partial-product generation network—gets
simplified as expected into a set of simple AND gates.

Another notable example is the kernel of H.264 VBSME
(variable block size motion estimator), which consists of a SAD
network, that computes the sum of absolute differences. There
are various ways of computing absolute difference; the most
naive way is

X = (A > B) ? A − B : B − A.

This can be implemented using a multiplexer (i.e., SEL
node), as shown in Fig. 28. When we take the sum of many
absolute differences, the inner sums in the computation of
absolute differences cannot be clustered due to the SEL node.
However, when we apply our transformations on the naive im-
plementation of absolute difference value, it advances addition
over SEL and results in an implementation shown in Fig. 28.
In fact, this implementation is the same as the one mentioned
in [19] once we rewrite the redundant SEL operations using
simpler gates based on the following identity:

c ? Ā : A = c ⊕ A.

Since, in this implementation, addition is the final operation
in the sum of many absolute differences, these sums can be
clustered and a bigger compressor tree can be used.

Note that, in general, this way of computing the absolute
value is not beneficial as it increases the critical path delay
due to the additional comparator in critical path. However, the

Fig. 28. Our transformation can convert a naive implementation of ab-
solute difference to the one discovered manually and appropriate for SAD
computation.

Fig. 29. Circuit for carry generation is faster than the circuit for complete
adder.

Fig. 30. Delay of an FIR filter kernel can be reduced significantly by applying
our transformations which merge additions separated by right-shift operations.

delay of a comparator, which is equivalent to carry generation,
is smaller than the delay of the complete adder, as shown in
Fig. 29. This means that if this transformation helps in cluster-
ing two additions, it will save the delay of an addition which is
more than the penalty caused by the additional comparator in
critical path, i.e., the overall delay of the circuit will decrease.

The kernel of an eight-tap FIR filter is another exam-
ple which benefits significantly from our transformations. As
shown in Fig. 30, the initial dataflow graph consists of additions
separated by right-shift operations. When we apply the trans-
formation of advancing right shift over addition, as described
in Section III-D, the resulting dataflow graph has all additions
clustered and can be implemented using a compressor tree.
The transformed graph has 40% smaller delay compared to the
original implementation.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have presented an algorithm to optimize complex arith-
metic circuits. We believe that too little work has been done in
the area of arithmetic optimization: on one side, logic synthesis
is unable to attain, alone, the potentially achievable results; on
the other side, the importance of implementing automatically
efficient arithmetic circuits is growing due to the proliferation
of digital signal processing in ASIC and FPGA designs and
to the need of implementing software-derived computational
kernels in hardware accelerators, coprocessors, or special func-
tional units.

Our algorithm integrates well into a traditional synthesis flow
and prepares the dataflow graph for the logic synthesizer to
make the best out of it. It is based on the extensive use of the
carry-save representation and, compared to an existing work
in the domain, exposes more optimization opportunities than
previously available. On practical benchmarks, it improves the
critical path by 20%–40% and reduces the area by 10%–20%.
It is fast (runs for fractions of seconds on all our test cases), it
generates a subset of all solutions possible within our problem
formulation, and it guarantees that all Pareto-optimal solutions
are in this subset.
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